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10 trends3 that may be important to the Future of Nursing 

1. Increasing prevalence and severity of climate-change related illnesses. 

2. Increasing variation in local and state legislation and regulation that affects health. 

3. More demand for ñon-demandò health care. 

4. More information from algorithms for nurses to consider in care decisions. 
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Envisioning the Future 

 

In five, ten, and fifty years: 
 

Future of Work 

 Who employs nurses? 

 When and where do nurses work? 

 What new services will nurses provide? 

 With whom do nurses work? 

 Who is a nurse? 
 
Future of Technology 
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Future Scenarios  

Below are a set of five scenarios, or stories, meant to draw on some of the signals that were uncovered 

during the workshop and intended to stretch the time horizon of the committee members who are 

gathered to think about the future of nursing. 

 

Nurses drive a specially equipped car that is full of lab equipment 

Lucia handed her son one final cotton ball for the finishing touches on his weather diorama and told her 
daughter it was almost time to catch the bus. Lucia walked outside of her door and smiled when she saw 
the Uber Med car parked in her driveway. ñJust on time, like always,ò she chuckled to herself. She jumped 
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His Apple Watch starts buzzing and encourages him to use his meditation app because his biomarkers 
are off the charts. He laughs and thinks, ñI probably need more than meditation at this moment.ò He takes 
a deep breath and pulls up the Insight app. He sees his provider Marcus is available for a video call. All of 
the providers on the app are trained psychiatric nurses but he likes Marcus the best because heôs also 
Black and worked at a Fortune 500 company for a number of years before going back to school to 
become a nurse. During his last call, Marcus told him that racial discrimination can cause chronic stress 
and can cause post-traumatic stress disorder in extreme cases.  

Suddenly, he sees Marcusô smiling face on his screen. He says ñLooks like you are having a tough day 
Andre, whatôs going on?ò 
 

Precision Comfort for Nurses and Patients  

Mia was just starting her shift as an ICU nurse. She felt a little like a football player getting ready for a 
game as she put on her posture-
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ñWhatôs Samôs challenge?ò Susan asked, feeling a lump in her throat and pressing a button on her 
bracelet to produce a shock in her brain to help her listen attentively. 

ñOur analysis of the data we collected from her glasses, clothing, toilet, chair, bed and mirror leads us to 
predict that Sam is in the very early stages of depression. Generally, for cases like these, we adjust the 
situation remotely, but we know that you have a preference for face-to-robot communication, so I thought 
I would stop by.ò 

ñHmmm, I did notice that she was eating less and going to her room earlier in the evening. Does it look 
serious?ò 

ñNot yet. Our data suggest that, for the kind of depression she is trending towards, some simple 
adjustments will get her back on track.  Our plan is to load her night aroma with stress releasing scents. 
The bubble gum flavor she selected is likely tricking her brain into thinking it will receive sugar, and 
keeping her stimulated.  We have turned her bracelet blue so that her friends and teachers understand 
that they should keep an eye on her and give her a little extra attention. Weôve altered her news feed to 
stories that make her happy. Her homework will get a little easier to help her feel challenged, yet in 
control of her outcomes, and we have increased her treadmill requirements. Sheôll have to spend a bit 
more time walking before watching her shows." 

ñShould we be thinking about medication?ò 

ñMy supervisor, nurse Mike doesnôt think thatôs warranted yet, but we have been monitoring her stool 
samples so that if and when that is warranted, weôll be ready to send personalized specifications to/ḥl t hshe
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Sitting on her couch, Jay remembered a story that a fellow nurse, working in geriatrics, had told about a 
building owner in the northeastern U.S. who had transformed her building and its services so aging 
residents could stay in their homes.  

Educated as both a city planner and a geriatric nurse, Jay knew she would have to consider all the city 
regulations to scale such a model. She made a bee-line to the computer the next morning and opened 
the AI-as-a-service app. 

ñGood morning Jay. How can I assist you?ò 

ñHey there AIsha ð I want to design a city that will help seniors stay in their homes as they age.ò 

AIsha parsed through all the literature published on age-related illness, architecture, and city planning as 
well as the cityôs data on its structures. Each structure from homes to train tracks were outfitted with 
sensors that provided real-time information on elevator issues, early pest issues, asbestos, and more. 

Jay poured herself a cup of coffee and when she returned to her desk she scanned through what AIsha 
had found. In front of her was a list with details of city policies and ordinances that might help or challenge 
her efforts, each with examples of projects related to the specific regulation and to her project. 
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